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New DVDs for 2015/2016

Educational video content for schools
www.pumpkin-interactive.co.uk

Transform the way you teach with our
specification matched resources.
No need to spend time
searching the Internet for
safe, age appropriate video
content to engage students.
With fantastic footage, clear graphics and
exciting video illustrations, Pumpkin’s video
content is high quality, specification matched
and tailor made for teachers of GCSE and
GCE physics.

Captivate your class with
our video content
Produced by our team of ex BBC filmmakers
and created in consultation with science
specialists, our films are designed to support
the delivery of core conceptual knowledge
through the use of stimulating and relevant
real world applications and illustrations.
Each DVD contains at least 30 minutes of
broadcast quality material, split into short 3-5
minute clips that can be easily assimilated
into your own lesson plans.

It’s Free
Included with the resource are: worksheets and
supporting notes designed to enable you to extend
the content actively in class across a range of ages
and abilities, as well as a free site licence.

Free Video Clips can be accessed
via our Youtube channel:
ChannelPumpkin
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Extraordinary
Electromagnetism
Code: Electro

25 mins | 2015 | Age 14-18

Nearly two hundred years after Faraday wowed
his audiences by demonstrating electromagnetic
induction, this DVD takes a variety of exciting
and contemporary examples through which to
explain the principles behind the phenomenon
that has made it possible to produce and
distribute electrical energy on a large scale.
The DVD covers: electric and magnetic
fields, electromagnets, the motor effect and
EM induction particularly concentrating on
transformers and Tesla coils.
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£49
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Electricity
Transmission and
Distribution
Code: ELDIST

28 mins | 2015 | Age 14-18

This resource looks at how electricity is
distributed from power station to consumers
along the National Grid. As well as giving an
overview of the entire distribution network,
it also looks at how step up and step down
transformers are used to reduce line loss during
transmission and make the voltage safe for
use in homes. Other safety features, such as
earth rods, insulators and circuit breakers are
explained and this DVD gives an insight into how
they play a part in larger scale systems.
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Electricity Generation – Non Renewables
Code: EGNR

£49

27 mins | 2015 | Age 14-18

Fossil fuels and nuclear energy still account for
over 60% of the UK’s electricity generation and in
some countries their use is even on the rise. As well
as containing clear explanations and graphics to
illustrate how energy from coal, gas and uranium is
used to generate electricity, this resource explores
the pros and cons of each fuel source. It includes
debates around nuclear safety (including Fukushima
and Chernobyl), fracking and carbon capture
and storage. Used together with the “Electricity
Generation: Renewables” DVD, it will provide students
with a complete insight into current energy debates.

NEW

Electricity Generation – Renewables
Code: EGR

£49

44 mins | 2015 | Age 14-18

The drive to reduce greenhouse gas emissions means
that many governments are trying to decarbonise
electricity generation. But some renewables only
generate electricity when conditions are right, they’re
also very location dependent and can often face
opposition from local residents. From wind, to solar,
biomass, HEP, tidal and geothermal power - as well
as explaining how different renewables are used to
generate electricity, this DVD examines the pros and
cons of each energy source. Used together with the
“Electricity Generation: Non-Renewables” DVD it
will encourage students to consider whether 100%
renewable electricity is realistic.
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Waves, Seismic
Forces and Motion
Imaging and Tectonics – the physics of car
crashes
28 mins | 2015 | Age 14-18
Code: WAVE
With exciting footage of earthquakes, engaging
graphics and interviews with seismic survey
teams this programme provides a fantastic
introduction to waves and how they are used.
The different types of waves are illustrated and
the key terminology of amplitude, wavelength,
frequency and period explained through clear
graphics. The DVD then looks at how different
waves behave depending on the nature of the
material they are passing through. It shows
how seismic survey teams make use of these
differences in velocity, absorption, refraction
and reflection to find
out about underlying
rock structures. The
programme also explores
how new evidence
provided by the study
of seismic waves has
helped to develop plate
tectonic theory and led to
a greater understanding of
earthquakes.

www.pumpkin-interactive.co.uk

Code: CRASH

25 mins | 2015 | Age 14-18

Bring Newton’s three laws of motion to life with
this DVD that uses extraordinary slow motion
HD footage filmed during car crash testing to
explore how energy is distributed during the
fractions of a second when cars crash. The DVD
explores ideas of inertia, resultant forces, energy
and momentum, but applies it in the real world
context of designing air bags, crumple zones and
seats to protect the passenger.

orders@pumpkin-interactive.co.uk

ORDER FORM AND CONTACT INFORMATION
Teacher Name:
School Name and Address:

Postcode:			Telephone No:			
Email Address:					Purchase Order No:
DVD TITLE or CODE

PRICE (GBP)

SUB TOTAL
FE/HE Network Licence. Number required:
There is an additional charge of £20/title for FE/HE Institutions who wish to network our DVDs.

+ P&P UK (£2.50 PER DVD to maximum cost of £10.00)
+ P&P for sales to outside the UK (£5 per DVD to maximum cost of £20.00)
prices may vary if you require tracked and secure delivery - details on request
= GRAND TOTAL (excluding VAT)
Tick here to opt out of our quarterly newsletter
All UK orders are available on a 14 day preview for the cost of delivery. There is no need to pay now, as we will send you an invoice with your DVDs.
If they don’t suit your needs, simply send them back in a padded envelope. Customers are liable for cost of return post charges.
For orders from outside the UK, all payment is required in full, in GBP, before your order is dispatched. Please contact us for a quotation and for full
details of payment methods.

If you have a discount code, please enter it here
and
we’ll apply the discount also check our website for special offers!
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+44 (0)560 209 6668

Email: orders@pumpkin-interactive.co.uk
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